OTHER PUBLICATIONS

Playthings Magazine; p. 79; ALPHACritters; Mar. 1986.
A Moment’s Paws Newsletter—Animal Welfare League of
Arlington; Animal Awareness Club article heading; Sep.
1994.
Casual Living U.S.A. Catalog; Holiday issue; p. 45; animal
letters on Personalized Ornament; Aug. 1990.
Cats,Cats & More Cats Catalog; sheet shirt with alphabet in
animal lettering on front; Sep. 1993.
Casual Living U.S.A. Celatalog; Holiday issue; p. 28; David
Macaulay’s book The Way Things Work using letters made
from toos and other odd things; Aug. 1990.
The University Of Tennessee, Knoxville/Summer/vol. 32,
No. 3; AG Day letters using vegetables/fish/animals; 1993.
Allied Linotype The Mergenthaler Type Library Digital
Typeface Directory;Universal Time Talbe Pi No. 2, Layouts
1127; Sep. 1986.

Primary Examiner—Cathy Anne MacCormac
Attorney, Agent, or Firm—Fish & Richardson, P.C.

CLAIM

The ornamental design for a type font, as shown and
described.

DESCRIPTION

FIG. 1 is a face view of a type font showing the new design.
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